An apparatus comprising a local oscillator (LO) for driving a mixer, the LO being configured to oscillate at an oscillation frequency, and generate a first set of LO signals, wherein each of the first set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to a first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency, the first multiplication factor m, being an integer greater than or equal to two, and each of the first set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by a first variable n, the first variable n being an integer that is greater than or equal to two.
Figure 1A Prior Art
Figure 1B Prior Art
N stages with $\frac{360^\circ}{N}$ phase difference operating at the frequency of $\omega_{LO} = \frac{VRF}{N}$.
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N switches derived by different nodes of the Ring OSC, resulting in a down conversion with the Nth harmonic.
$\text{Ring OSC: } 9.38 \mu\text{W}$
$\text{1st Buffers: } 4 \mu\text{W}$
$\text{2nd Buffers: } 3.15 \mu\text{W}$
$\text{Logic cells: } 1.6 \mu\text{W}$
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n² stage Ring OSC operating at \( f_{RF} / n² \) !

\[ \frac{f}{L} = \frac{80m}{20m} \]

n edge combines that multiply the frequency by n and provide phase difference of \( 360° / n \)

2n buffers to produce LO and LO̅
2.41GHz
Amp=1m\mu

n paths with 2 switches in each path

Figure 12B
Mixer's input resistance considering $R_{IF} = \infty = \begin{cases} Z_{\text{in}}(n\text{th harmonic}) = \frac{R_{SW} + R_{shin}}{n} \\ R_{shin} = \frac{0.406(R_S + R_{SW})}{(n^2 - 0.406)} \end{cases}$

As we have $n$ path in parallel

Figure 13
$f_{\text{RF}} = \frac{f_{\text{freq}}}{m \times n}$

$n$-path Mixer

buffers

number of stages = $k(m \times n)$

$\frac{f_{\text{freq}}}{m} \times \ldots \times \frac{f_{\text{freq}}}{m}$
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Figure 16

Phase difference between different freq multipliers $\geq \frac{360 \times \text{mem}}{\text{max}}$
differential 3-path mixer with I and Q
and using 3rd harmonic

Figure 17
Possible implementation of freq x 3 with 50% duty-cycle

Figure 18B

Figure 18A
8 of 32 signals can be used to generate each \( I^+, I^- \), \( Q^+ \) and \( Q^- \). These 8 signals have phase difference of 11.25 x 4 = 45°. E.g., these 8 signals can be used for \( I^+ \) and to generate the 4 signals shown below.

Signals with 25% duty-cycle and double the frequency and 90° phase difference between each that, should be made by edge combining using the above 8 signals.

**Figure 19A**

There must be 360° phase difference \( \frac{4}{4} \) between each path of the mixer.

There must be 180° = 45° phase difference \( \frac{4}{4} \) between \( I^+ \) and \( I^- \) or \( Q^+ \) and \( Q^- \).

There must be 90° = 22.5° phase difference \( \frac{4}{4} \) between \( I \& Q \) as we are using the 9th harmonic!

**Figure 19B**
APPARATUS COMPRISING A LOCAL OSCILLATOR FOR DRIVING A MIXER

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to an apparatus comprising a local oscillator (LO) for driving a mixer.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A considerable amount of power can be consumed for generating local oscillator (LO) signals to drive the mixers for down-conversion in RF-receivers. Low power RF-receivers, such as regular Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) or wake-up receivers, often report that more than 50% of the total power consumption is related to the local oscillator and its buffers.

[0003] Down-conversion is the process under which a radio frequency (RF) signal has its frequency reduced by providing the RF signal to a mixer along with an LO signal. The output signal, corresponding to the down-converted RF signal may be referred to as an intermediate frequency (IF) signal.

[0004] It will be appreciated that the process of up-conversion is the same as described for down-conversion other than the effect being the increasing of the frequency of the RF signal.

[0005] One known solution to reduce the power consumption of the local oscillator and its buffers is to use the higher harmonics of the LO signal for the down-conversion. In this case, the local oscillators and buffers can operate at a lower frequency, resulting in lower power consumption. One drawback of this method is that the down-converted signal with the main harmonic will be present at the output and is about three times stronger than the down-converted signal by the third harmonic for example (for a square wave, a Fourier series analysis shows that the nth harmonic has an amplitude proportional to 1/n).

[0006] FIG. 1A is a schematic of an RF front-end 100 of an RF receiver using the third harmonic for down-conversion in single mode (the actual RF front-end uses a differential passive mixer) comprising a 3-path passive mixer (Jae Ho Im et. al., A 220-μw—83-dBm 5.8-GHz Third-Harmonic Passive Mixer-First LP-WUR for IEEE 802.11ba).

[0007] FIG. 1B is a schematic of an equivalent model of a two-path passive mixer linear time-invariant (LTI) 102 and an equivalent model of a third harmonic passive mixer LTI circuit 104 (Jae Ho Im et. al., A 220-μw—83-dBm 5.8-GHz Third-Harmonic Passive Mixer-First LP-WUR for IEEE 802.11ba).

SUMMARY

[0008] It is desirable to provide an apparatus comprising a local oscillator (LO) for driving a mixer having reduced power requirements when compared to prior art systems.

[0009] According to a first aspect of the disclosure there is provided an apparatus comprising a local oscillator (LO) for driving a mixer, the LO being configured to oscillate at an oscillation frequency, and generate a first set of LO signals, wherein each of the first set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to a first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency, the first multiplication factor m being an integer greater than or equal to two, and each of the first set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by a first variable n, the first variable n being an integer that is greater than or equal to two.

[0010] Optionally m and n are equal.

[0011] Optionally the apparatus is configured to down-convert or up-convert an RF signal with an n-th harmonic of the LO signal frequency, the first variable being equal to n.

[0012] Optionally the first multiplication factor denotes the number of LO signals within the first set of LO signals.

[0013] Optionally, the LO comprises a ring oscillator oscillating at the oscillation frequency.

[0014] Optionally, the ring oscillator comprises k multiplied by m multiplied by stages, where k is an integer greater than or equal to one.

[0015] Optionally, each stage comprises an inverter comprising an input coupled to an output of an inverter of the previous stage, and comprising an output coupled to an input of an inverter of the next stage.

[0016] Optionally, each inverter of each stage is configured to generate a ring oscillator signal that is separated by the ring oscillator signals of adjacent stages by a phase difference equal to a fraction having a numerator of 360° and a denominator of n multiplied by

[0017] In.

[0018] Optionally, the LO comprises a plurality of frequency multiplication circuits for generating the first set of LO signals

[0019] Optionally, there are n frequency multiplication circuits.

[0020] Optionally, each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to receive a subset of the ring oscillator signals, where the subset of the ring oscillator signals are different from those received by each additional frequency multiplication circuit and the subset of ring oscillator signals are separated by adjacent ring oscillator signals within the subset by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by n.

[0021] Optionally, each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate one of the first set of LO signals using the subset of ring oscillator signals received by said frequency multiplication circuit.

[0022] Optionally, each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate a LO signal in a high state when

\[
\frac{n+1}{2}
\]

of the ring oscillator signals received by said frequency multiplication circuit are simultaneously in a high state, otherwise said frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate a LO signal in a low state.

[0023] Optionally, the frequency multiplication circuit is a logic circuit.

[0024] Optionally, n is equal to three, such that each of the first set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals by a phase difference equal to 120°.

[0025] Optionally, the LO comprises a ring oscillator oscillating at the oscillation frequency and the ring oscillator comprises nine stages.

[0026] Optionally, each stage comprises an inverter comprising an input coupled to an output of an inverter of the previous stage, and comprising an output coupled to an input of an inverter of the next stage.
[0027] Optionally, each inverter of each stage is configured to generate a ring oscillator signal that is separated by the ring oscillator signals of adjacent stages by a phase difference equal to 40°.

[0028] Optionally, the LO comprises three frequency multiplication circuits for generating the first set of LO signals.

[0029] Optionally, each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to receive a subset of the ring oscillator signals, where the subset of the ring oscillator signals are different from those received by each additional frequency multiplication circuit and the subset of ring oscillator signals are separated by adjacent ring oscillator signals within the subset by a phase difference equal to 120°.

[0030] Optionally, each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate one of the first set of LO signals using the subset of the ring oscillator signals received by said frequency multiplication circuit.

[0031] Optionally each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate a LO signal in a high stage when two of the ring oscillator signals received by said frequency multiplication circuit are simultaneously in a high state, otherwise said frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate a LO signal in a low state.

[0032] Optionally, the frequency multiplication circuit is a logic circuit.

[0033] Optionally, n is equal to five, such that each of the first set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals by a phase difference equal to 72°.

[0034] Optionally, the LO comprises a ring oscillator oscillating at the oscillation frequency and the ring oscillator comprises 25 stages.

[0035] Optionally, each stage comprises an inverter comprising an input coupled to an output of an inverter of the previous stage, and comprising an output coupled to an input of an inverter of the next stage.

[0036] Optionally, each inverter of each stage is configured to generate a ring oscillator signal that is separated by the ring oscillator signals of adjacent stages by a phase difference equal to 14.4°.

[0037] Optionally, the LO comprises five frequency multiplication circuits for generating the first set of LO signals.

[0038] Optionally, each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to receive a subset of the ring oscillator signals, where the subset of the ring oscillator signals are different from those received by each additional frequency multiplication circuit and the subset of ring oscillator signals are separated by adjacent ring oscillator signals within the subset by a phase difference equal to 72°.

[0039] Optionally, each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate one of the LO signals using the subset of the ring oscillator signals received by said frequency multiplication circuit.

[0040] Optionally, each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate a LO signal in a high stage when three of the ring oscillator signals received by said frequency multiplication circuit are simultaneously in a high state, otherwise said frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate a LO signal in a low state.

[0041] Optionally, the apparatus comprises a buffer circuit, wherein the mixer receives the LO signals via the buffer circuit.

[0042] Optionally, the buffer circuit is configured to process the LO signals to ensure they are suitable to drive the mixer.

[0043] Optionally, the buffer circuit comprises at least n inverters, wherein each LO signal is provided to one of the inverters.

[0044] Optionally, the buffer circuit comprises 2n inverters, where each LO signal is provided to two of the inverters coupled in series.

[0045] Optionally, the apparatus comprises the mixer, wherein the mixer comprises at least n switches, wherein each LO signal is provided to one of the switches.

[0046] Optionally, the mixer comprises 2n switches, where each LO signal is provided to one of the switches, and each inverted LO signal is provided to another one of the switches.

[0047] Optionally, the apparatus comprises a buffer circuit, wherein the mixer receives the LO signals via the buffer circuit.

[0048] Optionally, the buffer circuit is configured to process the LO signals to ensure they are suitable to drive the mixer.

[0049] Optionally, the buffer circuit comprises at least n inverters, wherein each LO signal is provided to one of the inverters.

[0050] Optionally, the buffer circuit comprises 2n inverters, where each LO signal is provided to two of the inverters coupled in series.

[0051] Optionally, the mixer comprises 2n switches, where each LO signal is provided to one of the switches via a first inverter, and each inverted LO signal is provided to another one of the switches via a second inverter coupled in series with the first inverter.

[0052] Optionally, the LO is configured to generate a second set of LO signals, wherein each of the second set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor n multiplied by the oscillation frequency, each of the second set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals within the second set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable n, and each of the second set of LO signals has a phase difference of 180° divided by the first variable n when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the first set of LO signals.

[0053] Optionally, the mixer is a differential mixer.

[0054] Optionally, the LO comprises a ring oscillator oscillating at the oscillation frequency.

[0055] Optionally, the ring oscillator comprises two multiplied by k multiplied by n multiplied by m stages, where k is an integer greater than or equal to one.

[0056] Optionally, each stage comprises an inverter comprising an input coupled to an output of an inverter of the previous stage, and comprising an output coupled to an input of an inverter of the next stage.

[0057] Optionally, each inverter of each stage is configured to generate a ring oscillator signal that is separated by the ring oscillator signals of adjacent stages by a phase difference equal to a fraction having a numerator of 360° and a denominator of two multiplied by n multiplied by m.

[0058] Optionally, the LO is configured to generate a third set of LO signals, wherein each of the third set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor multiplied by the oscillation frequency, each of the third set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals within the third set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable, and each of the third set of LO signals has a phase difference of 90° divided by the first
variable when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the second set of LO signals.

[0059] Optionally, the LO is configured to generate a fourth set of LO signals, wherein each of the fourth set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor multiplied by the oscillation frequency, each of the fourth set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals within the fourth set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable, and each of the fourth set of LO signals has a phase difference of 90° divided by the first variable when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the first set of LO signals.

[0060] Optionally, the mixer is a differential mixer.

[0061] Optionally, the LO comprises a ring oscillator oscillating at the oscillation frequency.

[0062] Optionally, the ring oscillator comprises four multiplied by k multiplied by n multiplied by m stages, where k is an integer greater than or equal to one.

[0063] Optionally, each stage comprises an inverter comprising an input coupled to an output of an inverter of the previous stage, and comprising an output coupled to an input of an inverter of the next stage.

[0064] Optionally, each inverter of each stage is configured to generate a ring oscillator signal that is separated by the ring oscillator signals of adjacent stages by a phase difference equal to a fraction of 360° and a denominator of four multiplied by n multiplied by m.

[0065] Optionally, the duty cycle of each of the LO signals of the first and/or second and/or third and/or fourth set of LO signals comprises the n-th harmonic of the oscillation frequency in its Fourier Series. Optionally, the duty cycle is equal to 50% and n is odd. Optionally, the duty cycle is equal to 25% and n is even.

[0066] Optionally, the apparatus comprises an image frequency rejection circuit comprising the local oscillator and the mixer.

[0067] Optionally, the image frequency rejection circuit comprises at least one additional local oscillator for driving an additional mixer, the additional LO being configured to oscillate at a second oscillation frequency and generate a first additional set of LO signals; wherein each of the first set of additional LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to a second multiplication factor h multiplied by the second oscillation frequency, the second multiplication factor h being an integer greater than or equal to two; and each of the first set of additional LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable.

[0068] Optionally, the image frequency rejection circuit is configured to enhance interference rejection.

[0069] Optionally, the apparatus is configured to downconvert or up-convert an RF signal with an n-th harmonic of the LO signal frequency, the first variable being equal to n, the RF signal being in the middle of two advertising channels.

[0070] Optionally, the LO is configured to generate a second set of LO signals, wherein each of the second set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency, each of the second set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals within the second set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable n, and each of the second set of LO signals has a phase difference of 180° divided by the first variable n when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the first set of LO signals, generate a third set of LO signals, wherein each of the third set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor multiplied by the oscillation frequency, each of the third set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals within the third set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable, and each of the third set of LO signals has a phase difference of 90° divided by the first variable when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the second set of LO signals, and generate a fourth set of LO signals, wherein each of the fourth set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor multiplied by the oscillation frequency, each of the fourth set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals within the fourth set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable, and each of the fourth set of LO signals has a phase difference of 90° divided by the first variable when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the first set of LO signals.

[0071] According to a second aspect of the disclosure there is provided a method of operating an apparatus comprising a local oscillator (LO) for driving a mixer, the LO being configured to oscillate at an oscillation frequency, the method comprising generating a first set of LO signals using the LO, wherein each of the first set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to a first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency, the first multiplication factor m being an integer greater than or equal to two, and each of the first set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by a first variable n, the first variable n being an integer that is greater than or equal to two.

[0072] Optionally m and n are equal.

[0073] Optionally the apparatus is configured to downconvert or up-convert an RF signal with an n-th harmonic of the LO signal frequency, the first variable being equal to n.

[0074] It will be appreciated that the method of the second aspect may include providing and/or using features set out in the first aspect and can incorporate other features as described herein.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0075] The disclosure is described in further details below by way of example and with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0076] FIG. 1A is a schematic of an RF front-end of an RF receiver, FIG. 1B is a schematic of an equivalent model of a two-path passive mixer linear time-invariant (LTI) and an equivalent model of a third harmonic passive mixer LTI circuit;

[0077] FIG. 2 is a schematic of an apparatus comprising a local oscillator (LO) 201 for driving a mixer, in accordance with a first embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0078] FIG. 3 is a schematic of an apparatus in accordance with a second embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0079] FIGS. 4A and 4B are schematics of an apparatus in accordance with a third embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0080] FIG. 5A is a graph showing how the three signals output from the ring oscillator of FIG. 4A vary with time, and how the output signal from the logic cell of FIG. 4 varies with time, and FIG. 5B is a schematic of a specific implementation of the logic cell of FIG. 4A;
[0081] FIG. 6 is a graph showing how the nine signals output from the ring oscillator of FIG. 4 vary with time, and how the output signals vary with time;

[0082] FIG. 7 is a schematic of a prior art local oscillator and mixer;

[0083] FIG. 8 is a schematic of an apparatus corresponding to an alternative implementation of the apparatus shown in FIG. 4A;

[0084] FIG. 9A is a graph of the periodic s-parameter response showing the real part of $Z_{11}$ for a simulation of a practical implementation of the apparatus of FIGS. 4A and 4B; FIG. 9B is a graph of the periodic s-parameter response showing the imaginary part of $Z_{11}$ for a simulation of a practical implementation of the apparatus of FIGS. 4A and 4B;

[0085] FIG. 10 is a voltage versus time graph showing a transient response of an IF signal for different RF signals as received at the antenna of FIG. 4B;

[0086] FIG. 11A is a graph showing how the five signals output from an embodiment of the ring oscillator varies with time and how the output signal from one of the five logic cells varies with time, FIG. 11B is a schematic of a specific implementation of one of the logic cells for a five signal implementation;

[0087] FIGS. 12A and 12B are schematics of an apparatus in accordance with a fourth embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0088] FIG. 13 is a schematic of a possible implementation of the mixer of FIG. 4B for determining its input impedance using the n-th harmonic.

[0089] FIG. 14 is a schematic of a matching network for the mixer of FIG. 4B;

[0090] FIG. 15A is a schematic of an image frequency rejection circuit in accordance with a fifth embodiment of the present disclosure, FIG. 15B is a schematic of an image frequency rejection circuit configured to enhance interference rejection in accordance with a sixth embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0091] FIG. 16 is a schematic of an apparatus in accordance with a seventh embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0092] FIG. 17 is a schematic of an apparatus in accordance with an eighth embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0093] FIG. 18A is a schematic of a specific implementation of one of the logic cells comprising switches, FIG. 18B is a graph showing how the three signals output from a ring oscillator varies with time, and how the output signal from one of the three logic cells varies with time; and

[0094] FIG. 19A is a graph showing the operation of an apparatus for down conversion using a differential mixer and IQ FIG. 19B is a schematic of an apparatus in accordance with an ninth embodiment of the present disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

[0095] In the RF front-end 100 the signals in each path of the 3-path passive mixer are down-converted with different phases of 0°, 120° and 240°, and each signal is generated by a 9-stage ring oscillator (RO).

[0096] After adding the down-converted signals from these 3 paths, the down-converted signals using the main harmonic will have 0°, 120° and 240° phase differences with respect to each other, which will cancel each other.

[0097] The down-converted signals using the third harmonic will have phase differences of 0°, 360° and 720° degrees with respect to each other, and will add up in phase.

[0098] Thus, in Jaeho Im et. al., A 220-μw—83-dBm 5.8-GHz Third-Harmonic Passive Mixer-First LP-WUR for IEEE 802.11ba, the RF signal can be down-converted to the IF signal by using a local oscillator that is operating at a third of the RF frequency (RF) frequency, without being limited by any signal present at around the RF frequency (RF).

[0099] It is desirable that RF-receivers require proper matching with an antenna or a PCB transmission line. Regarding the input impedances, the linear time-invariant (LTI) circuits 102, 104 of passive mixers are shown in FIG. 1B.

[0100] The circuits 102, 104 may be understood with reference to the following equations in which the meaning of the variables and the equations will be clear to the skilled person.

\[
R_{a,n} = \frac{2g(R_g + R_{in})R_{ip}}{2g(R_g + R_{in})(n^2 - 1) + R_{ip}(n^2 - 2)}
\]

\[n = 1, 3, 5\]

\[
Z_{ld}(3\omega_{ld}) = \frac{R_{in} + (R_{a,n})R_{ip}}{f_{Y_{RF,CFF}}}
\]

\[n = 1, 3, 5\]

[0101] It can be concluded from equations (1) and (2) that input resistance decreases as higher harmonics are used in down-conversion. With reference to FIG. 1A, there are three paths that are in parallel with each other. Consequently, the input impedance of having 3 paths while using the third harmonic can be obtained as follows:

\[
Z_{ld,3RF} = \frac{Z_{ld}(3\omega_{ld})}{3} = \frac{R_{in} + (R_{a,n})R_{ip}}{3 f_{Y_{RF,CFF}}}
\]

[0102] In order to have a rough idea of how much the input resistance of the circuit 100 is smaller than having only one path and using the main harmonic, the following numbers can be considered.

[0103] To match the mixer to 50 ohm without having any matching network, a switch size ratio $w/l$ (where $w$ is the width of the switch and $l$ is the length of the switch) of about 2000 is required for the mixer switches in a modern process.

[0104] This can be excessive as it requires a lot of driving power from the LO and/or buffers, and adds significant parasitics that can potentially degrade the RF-performance.

[0105] However, by having 3 paths and using the third harmonic, the size of the mixer switches can decrease to a ratio of around 150. This reduction in size leads to smaller buffers and lower power consumption for driving the mixer switches, less chip area, and potentially better RF-performance.

[0106] Despite the advantages of the circuit presented in Jaeho Im et. al., it is nonetheless still desirable to improve on the power requirements of the prior art. Furthermore the circuit of Jaeho Im et. al., uses a 9-stage ring oscillator (RO), but only three of the nine nodes are used. This can result in either an asymmetrical structure, as the capacitor of the buffers load only these three nodes, or wasted power by providing dummy loads to the remaining six nodes.
[0107] The apparatuses and methods disclosed herein overcomes or mitigates one or more of the above-mentioned problems.

[0108] FIG. 2 is a schematic of an apparatus 200 comprising a local oscillator (LO) 201 for driving a mixer 202, in accordance with a first embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0109] A local oscillator (such as the LO 201) is a well-known apparatus in the field of RF frequency mixing. It is used to generate LO signals having frequencies that are dependent on the oscillation frequency of the local oscillator. The LO signals are “mixed” with an RF signal (labelled RF in the Figure) by the mixer 202 to generate an output signal having a new frequency that is dependent on the RF signal and the LO signals.

[0110] The LO 201 is configured to oscillate at an oscillation frequency f0 and to generate a plurality of LO signals 204, for example a first set of LO signals 204.

[0111] Each of the LO signals 204 has a LO signal frequency fLO equal to a first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency f0. This may be described as follows:

\[ f_{LO} = m \cdot f_0 \]  

(4)

[0112] m is an integer that is greater than or equal to two and may also denote the number of LO signals 204. f0 is the fundamental frequency of oscillation of the LO. fLO denotes that fundamental frequency that may drive the mixer switches.

[0113] Each of the LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals by a phase difference \( \Delta \theta \) equal to 360° divided by a variable n. The variable n is an integer that is greater than or equal to two. This may be described as follows:

\[ \Delta \theta = \frac{360^\circ}{n} \]  

(5)

[0114] The apparatus 200 may be used in ultra-low power receivers, for example, mixer-first architectures, for e.g. wake-up receivers in Bluetooth Low-Energy systems.

[0115] By combining multiple instances of these mixers in parallel, and having suitable frequency arrangements, image rejection problems may be mitigated or avoided when receiving three existing BLE advertising channels.

[0116] The apparatus 200 can also be used for up-conversion in transmitters. In a combination of a transmitter and receiver (TX+RX), the apparatus 200 may be suitable for disposable transceivers (e.g. in medical asset tracking).

[0117] The apparatus 200 may be used at frequencies beyond the transition frequency fT of the process. For example, the maximum switching frequency in the apparatus 200 may be fRF/3, where fRF is the frequency of the RF signal. The mixer 202 may, for example, be a passive mixer circuit.

[0118] The local oscillator 201 may operate at a frequency equal to f0=RF/(n\times m).

[0119] The apparatus 200 may be configured to down-convert or up-convert an RF signal with an n-th harmonic of the LO signal frequency fLO. n denotes the n-th harmonic of the LO signal frequency fLO, such that fRF=n\times fLO. Furthermore, f0=ILO/n\times m and n may be equal.

[0120] For a three-path mixer where n is equal to 3 and m is equal to 3 the operation frequency is f0=RF/9. As described previously, the local oscillator JaeHo Im et al., A 220-μW—83-dBm 5.8-GHz Third-Harmonic Passive Mixer-First LP-WUR for IEEE 802.11ba must operate at a third of the oscillation frequency such that f0=I\times f/3. As the local oscillator of the present disclosure can operate at a lower frequency compared with the prior art system it provides a decrease in power requirements when compared with the prior art.

[0121] FIG. 3 is a schematic of an apparatus 300 in accordance with a second embodiment of the present disclosure. The apparatus 300 comprises a LO 302, which is a specific embodiment of the LO 202 as previously described. The LO 302 comprises a ring oscillator oscillating at the oscillation frequency f0. The ring oscillator may comprise \( k \times m \) stages, where n is the integer as previously discussed in relation to the first embodiment, m is a frequency multiplication factor, which is an integer that is greater than or equal to two, and k is an integer that is greater than or equal to one.

[0122] In general, the number of stages is equal to \( k \times m \). FIG. 3 shows one example in which k and m are equal to 1. So, the number of stages is equal to n which is exactly the harmonic that is used.

[0123] In the second embodiment each stage comprises an inverter 304 comprising an input coupled to an output of an inverter of the previous stage and comprising an output coupled to an input of an inverter of the next stage. For example, a first inverter 304a has its output coupled to an input of a second inverter 304b. The second inverter 304b has its output coupled to an input of a third inverter 304c.

[0124] In the present embodiment, each inverter 304 of each stage is configured to generate a ring oscillator signal 306 that is separated by the ring oscillator signals of adjacent stages by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by (n\times m). Also shown is a mixer 308.

[0125] FIG. 4A is a schematic of an apparatus 400 in accordance with a third embodiment of the present disclosure. The apparatus 400 comprises LO 402 which comprises a ring oscillator 404, where each stage of the ring oscillator comprises an inverter 406. The LO 402 further comprises n frequency multiplication circuits 408 for generating the plurality of LO signals 204. The LO 402 is a specific embodiment of the LO 202 as previously described. The size of these inverters are the smallest size possible in 22 nm Fully Depleted Silicon on Insulator (FDSOI) technology which is w=80 nm and l=20 nm (w is the width and l is the length of the CMOS transistor).

[0126] It will be appreciated that m may refer to the multiplication factor applied by the frequency multiplication circuits.

[0127] It will be appreciated that the frequency multiplication circuits may comprise logic circuits and may alternatively be referred to as logic cells or edge-combiner or any other suitable name in accordance with the understanding of the skilled person. In the following discussions logic cells will be presented however it will be appreciated that further embodiments may use different types of frequency multiplication circuits.

[0128] Each logic cell 408 is configured to receive a subset of the ring oscillator signals, where the subset of the ring oscillator signals are different from those received by each additional logic cell 408 and the subset of ring oscillator signals are separated by adjacent ring oscillator signals within the subset by a phase difference equal to 360° divided
by n. Each logic cell 408 is configured to generate one of the LO signals 204 using the subset of the ring oscillator signals received by said logic cell 408. In the present embodiment, each logic cell 408 is configured to generate one of the LO signals 204 using the subset of the ring oscillator signals received by said logic cell 408.

A first logic cell 408a is used to generate a LO signal 204a, a second logic cell 408b is used to generate a LO signal 204b and a third logic cell 408c is used to generate a LO signal 204c.

In the present embodiment, three LO signals 204 are generated and therefore n=3. With reference to equation (4), the LO signal frequency fLO is equal to 300. With reference to equation (5) the phase difference A0 between adjacent LO signals 204 is 120°.

In the present embodiment, the LO 402 comprises the ring oscillator 404 oscillating at the oscillation frequency f0 and the ring oscillator 404 comprises nine stages. As discussed previously, the ring oscillator 404 may comprise n² stages, where n=3 in the present embodiment.

As discussed previously, each stage is configured to generate a ring oscillator signal 306 that is separated by the ring oscillator signals of adjacent stages by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by n². Therefore, in the present embodiment each inverter 304 of each stage is configured to generate a ring oscillator signal that is separated by the ring oscillator signals of adjacent stages by a phase difference equal to 40°. As n is equal to 3, the LO 402 comprises three logic circuits 408 for generating the plurality of LO signals 204. The subset of ring oscillator signals are separated by adjacent ring oscillator signals within the subset by a phase difference equal to 120°, as n is equal to 3.

The apparatus 400 is configured to down-convert an RF signal having its RF frequency fRF being equal to 2.41 GHz and having an amplitude of 1 mV into an IF frequency fIF of 10 MHz.

If we want to down-convert the RF signal into an IF frequency, we need a LO which has a frequency equal to the RF/fIF. In the present example, it was intended to have a down- conversion to IF frequency of 10 MHz. As a result, there is used a 2.41 GHz RF signal and a 2.4 GHz LO signal was used for the down-conversion. As n=3 and n=3 in this case, there was used a ring oscillator which is operating at 2.4 GHz/(3x3)=270 MHz.

In the present example, the ring oscillator 404 operates at the RF frequency fRF divided by (n×m) which means that the 9-stage ring oscillator of the present example oscillates at 2.4 GHz/9 which is approximately equal to 270 MHz.

Each of the inverters 406 comprises an output node and in the present example, each inverter 406 produces an RO signal at its output node. The first inverter 406a generates an output signal q1 having a phase shift of 40°, the second inverter 406b generates an output signal q1 having a phase shift of 80°, the third inverter 406c generates an output signal q1 having a phase shift of 120°, the fourth inverter 406d generates an output signal q2 having a phase shift of 200°, the fifth inverter 406e generates an output signal q2 having a phase shift of 240°, the seventh inverter 406g generates an output signal q3 having a phase shift of 280°, the eighth inverter 406h generates an output signal q3 having a phase shift of 320°, and the ninth inverter 406i generated an output signal q3 having a phase shift of 360°.

q1, q2 and q3 are provided to a first logic cell 408a, q1, q2 and q3 are provided to second logic cell 408b and q1, q2 and q3 are provided to third logic cell 408c.

The output of each logic cell 408 has a frequency approximately equal to 800 MHz with a phase difference of 120° compared to adjacent logic cells 408.

The apparatus 400 may further comprise a buffer circuit 410, where a mixer 412 receives the LO signals 204 via the buffer circuit 410. The mixer 412 is an example of a specific embodiment of the mixer 202 as previously described and it will be appreciated that alternative embodiments are possible. The number of paths in the mixer 412 may be equal to n.

The buffer circuit 410 may be configured to process the LO signals 204 to ensure they are suitable to drive the mixer 412. For example, by ensuring that the LO signals 204 are of sufficient magnitude to drive the switches of the mixer 412. In summary, the outputs of the logic cells 408 go to the buffer circuit 410 in order to drive the mixer switches.

The buffer circuit 410 comprises at least n inverters, and each LO signal 204 is provided to one of the inverters. In the present example the buffer circuit 410 comprises 2n inverters, being six inverters 414a-414f, where each LO signal 204 is provided to two of the inverters coupled in series. Specifically, for each inverter pair receiving one of the LO signals 204, the LO signal 204 is received at an input of one of the inverters, the output of which is provided to an input of the other of the inverters within the pair.

In the present example, LO signal 204a is received by an inverter 414a and an inverter 414b thereby generating LO signals LO1, LO1, LO0, LO0, LO1, and LO1. LO signal 204b is received by an inverter 414c and an inverter 414d thereby generating LO signals LO1, LO1, LO0, LO0, LO1, and LO1.

LO signal 204c is received by an inverter 414e and an inverter 414f thereby generating LO signals LO1, LO1, LO0, LO0, LO1, and LO1.

LO signal 204d is received by an inverter 414g and an inverter 414h thereby generating LO signals LO1, LO1, LO0, LO0, LO1, and LO1.

LO signal 204e is received by an inverter 414i and an inverter 414j thereby generating LO signals LO1, LO1, LO0, LO0, LO1, and LO1.

LO signal 204f is received by an inverter 414k and an inverter 414l thereby generating LO signals LO1, LO1, LO0, LO0, LO1, and LO1.

In the present embodiment, the switches 414a-414f each comprise a transistor, with each LO signal or inverted LO signal being provided to a gate of its associated transistor. Each switch 414a-414f may be coupled to a capacitor that is coupled to ground. The capacitors are labelled 419a-419f.

Each switch 414a-414f receives the RF signal having its RF frequency fRF being equal to 2.41 GHz and having an amplitude of 1 mV via an antenna 421. It will be appreciated that thisRF as discussed herein relates to the mixer frequency for down, or up, conversion, and the present discussion relates to an idealised situation where the antenna
receives this RF frequency. It will be appreciated that in a physical system the antenna 421 may receive a different frequency, and the present discussion relates to design considerations for a specific IF frequency.

For the antenna 421 receiving the RF frequency fRF that is not equal to IFR as discussed herein, the intermediate frequency fIF may be fIF = fRF - fRF0 or fIF = fRF + fRF0. Note that frequencies may be negative.

The mixer 412 comprises adders 418, 420. The outputs from the switches 416a-416f are provided to the adders 418, 420. The output of the switch 416a is intermediate frequency signal IF; and is provided to the adder 418; the output of the switch 416b is intermediate frequency signal IF; and is provided to the adder 420; the output of the switch 416c is intermediate frequency signal IF; and is provided to the adder 418; the output of the switch 416d is intermediate frequency signal IF; and is provided to the adder 420; the output of the switch 416e is intermediate frequency signal IF; and is provided to the adder 418; the output of the switch 416f is intermediate frequency signal IF; and is provided to the adder 420.

The adders 418, 420 may add in voltage, current, or charge domain. In the present example, the adders 418, 420 are ideal adder blocks that sum the input voltages in voltage domain.

The adder 418 provides an output signal Vout' which is the resultant signal from the mixer process and has an IF frequency of 10 MHz. The adder 420 provides an output signal Vout' which is the resultant signal from the mixer process and has an IF frequency of 10 MHz, and a phase shift of 180° compared to the signal Vout'. Vout' and Vout' are differential signals. As a result, they have a phase difference of 180 degrees.

A transient response of the IF signals Vout', Vout' is illustrated in the voltage versus time graph 422. The graph 422 illustrated simulation results from a simulation of the apparatus 400 using parameters and variables reflective of a physically implementable circuit.

Also shown in FIG. 4A is a possible implementation of the logic cell 408c. It will be clear to the skilled person how the logic cells 408a, 408b may use the same, or a similar structure. The logic cell 408c comprises switches SW1-SW12, each comprising a transistor and each receiving one of the 3 inputs as its gate terminals.

In the present example there is provided 3-path 3rd harmonic down-conversion with three LO signals 204a, 204b, 204c, each with a 120° phase difference and having a frequency equal to a third of the RF frequency fRF. Specifically, the RF frequency is 2.4 GHz, with the frequency of the LO signals 204a, 204b, 204c being a third of 2.4 GHz which is 800 MHz.

Each logic cell 408 is configured to generate a LO signal in a high state when (n+1)/2 of the ring oscillator signals received by said logic cell 408 are simultaneously in a high state, otherwise said logic cell is configured to generate a LO signal in a low state.

In the present example, where n is equal to 3, as q1, q2, and q3 have a phase difference of 120° we use q1, q2, and q3 as inputs for a logic cell that has an output that is high whenever only two of its input signals are high simultaneously.

By implementing q1*q2+q1q3+q2q3, we have an output signal which has 3 times higher frequency than the inputs. A logic cell implementing this rule is depicted by the logic cell 408c and is also applicable for the logic cells 408a, 408b as will be clear to the skilled person.

FIG. 5A is a graph showing how the three signals q1, q2, and q3 output from the ring oscillator 404 vary with time, and how the output signal 204a from the logic cell 408a varies with time.

FIG. 5B is a schematic of a specific implementation of the logic cell 408c comprising switches SW1-SW24.

FIG. 6 is a graph showing how the nine signals q1, q2, q3, q1', q2', q3', q1", q2", q3" output from the ring oscillator 404 vary with time, and how the output signals 204a, 204b, 204c vary with time. Also shown on the Figure are the phase shifts.

As shown in FIG. 4A there are three logic cells 408, with their inputs coming from a 9-stage ring oscillator (RO) 404. The outputs of these logic cells 408 have a frequency that is 3 times higher than the frequency of their inputs (q1, q2, q3, q1', q2', q3', q1", q2", q3") and the output signals 204a, 204b, 204c have phase difference equal to 0°, 120°, and 240°. This arrangement is suitable for a 3-path 3rd harmonic down-conversion.

In the present example the 2.4 GHz RF signal is down-converted as desired to 10 MHz by using the third harmonic in 3 paths that each is derived by the 800 MHz LO signals.

The adders 418, 420 may be ideal adders that used in to add the signals of these 3 paths. Alternatively low power IF-amplifiers may be used to add the signals of the 3 paths. These 3 paths may be added in current, voltage or charge domain.

The total power consumption of the proposed structure is 18.2 μW based on the transient simulation 422 which excludes the use of ideal adders in a 22 nm FD-SOI process.

In these simulations, the 3 paths are added in voltage domain and the capacitor after each switch is for filtering and also reducing the mixer noise as it reduces the bandwidth.

The power consumption of each part was determined as follows:

- Ring Oscillator (404): 9.38 μW
- 1st Set of inverters of the buffer circuit (414a, 414c, 414e): 4 μW
- 2nd Set of inverters of the buffer circuit (414b, 414d, 414f): 3.15 μW
- Logic Cells (408a, 408b, 408c): 1.6 μW

The nodes of the 9-stage RO 404 may be configured to have an identical load at each node. Furthermore, the power consumption can be further reduced by combining the 9 output nodes, such that the RO 404 can oscillate at a 9x lower frequencies.

It will be appreciated that the apparatus 400 may be generalized to any odd or even number of stages. Higher number of down-conversion paths might lead to lower power consumption but higher Noise Figure (NF) as the number of the switches increases. As a result, power might be decreased at the cost of degrading noise performance.

FIG. 7 is a schematic of a prior art local oscillator 700 and mixer 702 as presented in Joque Im et al., A 220-μW — 83-dBm 5.8-GHz Third-Harmonic Passive Mixer—First LP-WUR for IEEE 802.11ab. The local oscillator 700 comprises inverters 704 and buffers 706 comprising inverters 708. The local oscillator 700 of FIG. 7 operates at a frequency being equal to the RF frequency fRF divided by...
three, as discussed previously. In prior art systems, considerable amounts of power may be consumed for generating LO signals to drive the mixers for down-conversion in the receivers. Furthermore, the prior art does not have symmetrical loading in the ring oscillator nodes, as only 3 out of 9 nodes are going to the buffers and mixer switches.

**[0173]** FIG. 8 is a schematic of an apparatus 800 corresponding to an alternative implementation of the apparatus 400 shown in FIG. 4A. The local oscillator 402 of FIG. 8 operates at a frequency equal to the RF frequency IRF divided by nine.

**[0174]** In the present example, the logic circuits 408 comprise logic circuits 802a, 802b, 802c, 802d, 802e, 802f and the buffer circuits comprise 410 comprise inverters 804a, 804b, 804c, 804d, 804e, 804f. Each of the logic circuits 802a-802f provides an output to one of the inverters 804a-804f.

**[0175]** Instead of having a 9-stage ring oscillator which is operating at IRF/3 and using only 3 nodes with 120° phase difference, as is the case in the apparatus 700 of FIG. 7, the present disclosure provides a 9-stage ring oscillator that is operating at IRF/9, as shown in FIG. 8.

**[0176]** Furthermore, each output node of the 9-stage ring oscillator 404 of FIG. 8 is used as the inputs for logic cells 408 that multiply the frequency by 3 and create the required phase difference of 120°.

**[0177]** As we are using all the output nodes in the ring oscillator 404, the structure is symmetrical. Note also that the logic cells 408 provide the same environment for each of their three inputs, which further improves the symmetry of the design.

**[0178]** As the proposed local oscillator 402 allows the ring oscillator 404 to operate at IRF/9 instead of IRF/3, as is the case of the prior art system in FIG. 7, not only does the ring oscillator 404 of the present disclosure consume less power, we can also further reduce the supply voltage VDD and benefit from going as low as the technology allows in supply voltage to reduce the power of the overall local oscillator 402.

**[0179]** The prior art of FIG. 7, and an embodiment of the present disclosure as shown in FIG. 8 both comprise a 3-path mixer circuit configured to multiply an incoming signal with the third harmonic of the incoming LO signal, whereby the LO signal is provided in such a way that the response to the fundamental LO frequency is 0 in the mixer output signal and input matching is done by merely sizing the mixer switches appropriately.

**[0180]** FIG. 8 includes the following which is not present in the circuit of FIG. 7: a 9-stage ring-oscillator 404 used to create three output signals at three times the fundamental frequency which have 120 degree phase shift between them to reduce the power consumption and to have a symmetrical circuit. In the prior art (such as the circuit of FIG. 7) asymmetry is dealt with by using dummy loads which burn energy and occupy extra area, thereby providing disadvantages when compared to the system of the present disclosure as shown in FIG. 7.

**[0181]** It should be noted that we refer to three output signals (corresponding to 204a, 204b, 204c as described previously) despite six being shown in FIG. 8. This is because FIG. 8 shows the three output signals in addition to the corresponding inverted signals. Therefore, the reference to three output signals and a three-path mixer, despite the illustration of six output signals, will be clear to the skilled person.

**[0182]** A ring oscillator (RO) running at a lower frequency will operate at lower supply voltages than a RO running at a higher frequency. This makes the lower power apparatus 800 of FIG. 8 (and other apparatuses as disclosed herein) more future-proof when compared with the prior art circuit of FIG. 7, as well as easier to integrate in a system operating at low supply voltage for low power consumption.

**[0183]** LC-oscillators can consume a lot of chip area, and pull each other, which can make it hard to have multiple LC-oscillators configured to receive multiple frequencies simultaneously on the same chip. ROs are very small and operate virtually without interaction, which enables easier parallel reception of multiple channels.

**[0184]** A RO running at a lower frequency, as provided by the apparatus 800 of FIG. 8 (and other apparatuses as described herein), may be sufficiently low power, to be kept on as a time-keeping reference (provided it is designed to be stable enough over voltage and temperature). In traditional systems, such as that of FIG. 7, an external crystal or a dedicated RO is often used.

**[0185]** The apparatus 800, and other apparatuses as disclosed herein, might be used as a possible feedback path for linearizing the power amplifiers (PA). In case of having extremely low power consumption, the apparatuses disclosed herein could form a Kalman filter loop with the amplitude modulation to phase modulation (AM2PM)/AM2AM pre-distortion, or other HDx optimizations, such as duty-cycle trimming.

**[0186]** FIG. 9A is a graph of the periodic s-parameter response showing the real part of Z11 for a simulation of a practical implementation of the apparatus 400 of FIG. 4A; and FIG. 9B is a graph of the periodic s-parameter response showing the imaginary part of Z11 for a simulation of a practical implementation of the apparatus 400 of FIG. 4A.

**[0187]** In known systems, input matching is often bulky, especially for mixer-first receivers that would otherwise require huge switches, which increases the power consumption and may degrade the RF-performance. The switches of the mixer 412, as shown in FIG. 4B are designed in a way to be matched to 50Ω without any extra matching network as shown by FIGS. 9A, 9B. As a result, the apparatus 400 of the present disclosure can be configured to down-convert an RF signal without any extra matching network whilst burning only 18 μW, which is an advancement over the prior art in terms of the combination of power consumption versus noise performance. The apparatuses of the present disclosure can provide the ability for inherent matching i.e. no additional matching components required, but they may be used to further improve performance, in accordance with the understanding of the skilled person.

**[0188]** It will be appreciated that the operation of the circuits disclosed herein can be modified and extended to higher harmonics (e.g. using the 5th harmonic instead of the 3rd harmonic for reception) in accordance with the understanding of the skilled person.

**[0189]** Furthermore, the apparatus 400 is able to cancel the down-converted signal using the other harmonics except the desired one without any filtering before the mixing stage. FIG. 10 is a voltage versus time graph showing a transient response of the RF signal VIF for different RF signals having different IRF as received at the antennas 421. A trace
Consequently, for nth harmonic, it will be n columns with \( n = \lceil n/2 \rceil \) PMOS on top and NMOS at bottom.

However, there may be a limit regarding the number of transistors that can be used in series for each column. Following well-known Boolean algebra, this can be solved by cascading operations, at the cost of some power and some increased phase mismatch between the different outputs.

FIG. 12A is a schematic of an apparatus 1200 in accordance with a fourth embodiment of the present disclosure. The apparatus 1200 is a generalised form of FIG. 4A for n LO signals. In the present embodiment the mixer 1222 comprises transconductor amplifiers 1202, 1204, 1206; an amplifier 1208; a resistor 1210; and a capacitor 1212.

FIG. 13 is a schematic of a possible implementation of the mixer 412 for determining its input impedance using the nth harmonic. FIG. 14 is a schematic of a matching network for the mixer 412.

The mixer input resistance, considering \( R_{in} = \infty \) may be given as follows:

\[
Z_{out\,in\,harmonics} = \frac{R_{in} + R_{out}}{n^2}
\]

\[
R_{in} = \frac{0.406(R_{in} + R_{out})}{n^2 - 0.406}
\]

Dividing by n in the above equation as we have n paths in parallel.

Using the equation (6) and (7), the size of mixer switches can be calculated for both with and without the matching network. With the matching network, the mixer ideally has an input impedance of 500 ohm, while it ideally has an input impedance of 50 ohm without the matching network.

Table below shows some primitive simulation results with input matching regarding using different harmonics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>5th</th>
<th>nth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixer switch size</td>
<td>2.5 mm/20 nm</td>
<td>500 mm/20 nm</td>
<td>200 mm/20 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of switches</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer size</td>
<td>250 mm/20 nm</td>
<td>80 mm/20 nm</td>
<td>80 mm/20 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of buffers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF of the mixer (excluding other blocks)</td>
<td>7.2 dB</td>
<td>17.3 dB</td>
<td>23.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current per each buffer</td>
<td>3.5 uA</td>
<td>0.33 uA</td>
<td>0.14 uA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of edge-combiners</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current per each edge-combiner</td>
<td>0.5 uA</td>
<td>0.7 uA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of RO stages</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of gm-cells</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current per gm-cell</td>
<td>0.5 uA</td>
<td>0.5 uA</td>
<td>0.5 uA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current per TIA</td>
<td>0.5 uA</td>
<td>0.5 uA</td>
<td>0.5 uA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO frequency</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
<td>267 MHz</td>
<td>96 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO total current</td>
<td>11 u</td>
<td>4 u</td>
<td>7.5 u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO phase noise</td>
<td>–60 dBc/Hz</td>
<td>–62 dBc/Hz</td>
<td>–67 dBc/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total current</td>
<td>18.5 uA</td>
<td>9.5 uA</td>
<td>15.4 uA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * *

Total current for nth harmonic = \( \text{RO}_{\text{phase}} + 2n \times \text{RO}_{\text{frequency}} + n \times \text{edge-combiner}_{\text{current}} + n \times \text{gm-cell}_{\text{current}} + \text{TIA} \)
[0203] Some important points:

[0204] Conversion gain is equal regardless of the used harmonic. Although conversion gain reduces by 1/n for the nth harmonic, we have a paths for our mixer that add together.

[0205] Power consumption of the buffers mainly depends on frequency and size of buffer. Using higher harmonics has the benefit of operating in lower frequency and having lower buffer size (as mixer switch size decreases). However, in a practical implementation of the technology, from 3rd harmonic towards higher harmonics, the switch size becomes really low such that it can be driven with minimum buffer size (80 mm/20 mm). As a result, same buffer size is used from 3rd harmonic and higher and power does not decrease notably in higher harmonics. In higher technologies, it is possible that power will decrease in higher harmonics.

[0206] In a specific technology, VDD of ring oscillator cannot decrease more than a certain amount, as it should be able to oscillate at 2.4 GHz. However, with this idea, as the oscillator is operating in lower frequencies, VDD can further decrease.

[0207] Differential Ring Osc. can be used instead of having 2 buffers in series for generating the signals to drive the mixer switches. Using two buffer in series does not generate exact phase difference of 180 degrees between LO signals while a differential RC does.

[0208] Other possible benefits are as follows:

[0209] First buffers can be deleted and the logic cell itself can be used as the first buffer.

[0210] Instead of using the adders or IF amplifier, we can short circuit the output of the 3 paths. In this case, the amplitude of the down-converted signal will be smaller but no extra power is required as no adder is needed. Initial simulations show that this structure works even when we short circuit the output of the 3 paths.

[0211] As it is a mixer-first receiver, when all switches are non-conducting, its input impedance is very high. This enables co-integration with a higher-performance receiver, e.g. a regular BLE receiver, by putting them in parallel. As a result, any input matching circuit may be shared, so that the performance of the idea presented here may be improved at no or extremely little additional cost. It thus enables reuse of existing hardware and ease of integration without or hardly any performance penalties.

[0212] The power consumption of 18 uW is achieved only by adjusting the size of the mixer switches without any input matching. By using a matching network, smaller switches can be used and power can be further reduced.

[0213] FIG. 15A is a schematic of an image frequency rejection circuit comprising the apparatus 400 in accordance with a fifth embodiment of the present disclosure. FIG. 15B is a schematic of an image frequency rejection circuit configured to enhance interference rejection and comprising the apparatus 400 in accordance with a sixth embodiment of the present disclosure. The circuits 1500, 1502 are for solving the image frequency problem. For each of these circuits 1500, 1502 we actually do not get rid of the image, we just define the LO frequency in a way that even the image frequency is wanted and needs to be detected.

[0214] In further embodiments of the circuits of FIGS. 15A and/or 15B, the apparatus 400 may alternatively be any of the other apparatuses as disclosed herein.

[0215] It will be appreciated that the apparatus 400 shown in FIG. 15A and FIG. 15 may include any of the features disclosed herein and in accordance with the understanding of the skilled person.

[0216] As the down-conversion using the proposed apparatuses discussed herein are extremely low power, it is possible to use multiple instances of the circuit as illustrated in FIGS. 15A and B. A method to eliminate the image frequency is to design the oscillator in a way that its frequency is right at the middle of the advertising channels as shown in FIGS. 15A and 15B. This idea can be extended to higher harmonics (e.g. using the 5th harmonic instead of the 3rd harmonic for reception).

[0217] FIGS. 15A and 15B may provide a receiver in which image rejection is achieved in baseband frequencies by appropriately combining multiple mixers at different RF-frequencies.

[0218] Sufficient image rejection in known systems is generally achieved either by external components such as BAW/SAW and FBAR filters, which are bulky and expensive and cannot be integrated, or by image-reject filtering which is somewhat power-hungry.

[0219] FIGS. 15A and 15B are schematics of circuits 1500, 1502 that put the LO frequency in the middle of desired channel by having fl.0−fRF/n while fRF is exactly in the middle of two advertising channels. In this case, we have defined the LO frequency in a way that even the image frequency is wanted and needs to be monitored and detected.

[0220] An alternative embodiment may use the traditional method of l and Q signal (that have 90 degree phase differences). In this embodiment, each of the set of LO signals has a phase difference of 90 degrees divided by n.

[0221] FIG. 16 is a schematic of an apparatus 1600 in accordance with a seventh embodiment of the present disclosure. The apparatus 1600 is an alternative implementation of the apparatus 400.

[0222] FIG. 17 is a schematic of an apparatus 1700 in accordance with an eighth embodiment of the present disclosure. The apparatus 1700 is an alternative implementation of the apparatus 400. Apparatus 1700 provides down conversion by multiplying frequency m−3, and the use of the third harmonic (n=3) with a different structure and l and Q.

[0223] It will be appreciated that the apparatus 1700, or a similar apparatus in accordance with the understanding of the skilled person, may provide the embodiment using the traditional method of l and Q signal for image rejection as discussed previously in relation to FIGS. 15A and 15B.

[0224] In the present embodiment the first set of LO signals is denoted by 1702. There is also provided a second set of LO signals 1704. Each of the second set of LO signals 1704 has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency f0. Each of the second set of LO signals 1704 is separated by adjacent LO signals within the second set by a phase difference equal to 360 degrees divided by m. Each of the second set of LO signals 1704 has a phase difference of 180 degrees divided
by n (in the present example 60°) when compared with a corresponding LO signal 1704 within the first set of LO signals 1702.

[0225] The LO 402 is also configured to generate a third set of LO signals 1708, wherein each of the third set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency f0. Each of the third set of LO signals 1708 is separated by adjacent LO signals within the third set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by n, and each of the third set of LO signals has a phase difference of 90° divided by n (in this example 30°) when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the second set of LO signals 1702.

[0226] The LO 402 is also configured to generate a fourth set of LO signals 1708, wherein each of the fourth set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency. Each of the fourth set of LO signals 1708 is separated by adjacent LO signals within the fourth set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by n, and each of the fourth set of LO signals has a phase difference of 90° divided by n when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the first set of LO signals.

[0227] In the present embodiment the mixer 412 is a differential mixer.

[0228] In the present embodiment, the ring oscillator comprises 4×k×n×m stages. Each inverter of each stage may be configured to generate a ring oscillator signal that is separated by the ring oscillator signals of adjacent stages by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by (4×k×n×m), k is an integer that is greater than or equal to one.

[0229] In the present example 4×1×3×3=36 stages are used and the LO 402 operates at fRF/(4×k×n×m)−fRF/9.

[0230] The previous embodiment uses quadrature (IQ) signals as will be well understood by the skilled person, and a differential mixer. In an alternative embodiment that does not use IQ signals, but uses a differential mixer, there may only be a first and second set of LO signals. In such an embodiment, the ring oscillator comprises 2×k×n×m stages. Each inverter of each stage may be configured to generate a ring oscillator signal that is separated by the ring oscillator signals of adjacent stages by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by (2×k×n×m).

[0231] With reference to all of the embodiments as described herein the duty cycle of each of the LO signals of the first and/or second and/or third and/or fourth set of LO signals may comprise the nth harmonic of the oscillation frequency in its Fourier Series. For example the duty cycle may be equal to 50% and n may be odd. Alternatively, the duty cycle may be equal to 25% and n may be even.

[0232] FIG. 18A is a schematic of a specific implementation of one of the logic cells comprising switches.

[0233] FIG. 18B is a graph showing how the three signals q1, q2 and q3 output from a ring oscillator where n is equal to 3, varies with time, and how the output signal from one of the three logic cells varies with time. In the present example the duty cycle of each of the LO signals is 50%, illustrated for a single LO signal by a trace 1800.

[0234] FIG. 19A is a graph showing the operation of an apparatus for down conversion with m=2 and n=4 and using a differential mixer and IQ.

[0235] As the structure is differential I and Q are both needed, as a result at least 4×2×4=32 stages are required. This results in a phase difference between stages of 360°/32=11.25°.

[0236] As the fourth harmonic is chosen for the down conversion, 25% duty cycle is chosen as it contains the fourth harmonic.

[0237] Shown are 8 of the 32 signals (labelled 1900) generated by the ring oscillator, 8 of the 32 signals can be used to generate each I+, I−, Q+ and Q−. The phase difference of 180°/4=45° is between I+ and I− or Q+ and Q−. The phase difference between I+ and Q+ or I− and Q− is 90°/4=22.5°. e.g. these 8 signals can be used for I+ and generate the 4 LO signals (labelled 1902). The LO signals have 25% duty-cycle and double the frequency, and 90° phase difference between each that can be generated by edge using the frequency multiplication circuit with the 8 signals (labelled 1900).

[0238] FIG. 19B is a schematic of an apparatus 1904 in accordance with a ninth embodiment of the present disclosure. The apparatus 1904 illustrates a specific embodiment of the apparatus 400 corresponding to the configuration as described in relation to FIG. 19A.

[0239] There is provided a 360°/4 phase difference between each path of the mixer 412. There is 180°/4=45° phase difference between I+ and I− or Q+ and Q−. There is a 90°/4=22.5° phase difference between I and Q as we are using the fourth harmonic.

[0240] Common features between Figures share common reference numerals and variables.

[0241] Various improvements and modifications may be made to the above without departing from the scope of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus comprising a local oscillator (LO) for driving a mixer, the LO being configured to:
   - Oscillate at an oscillation frequency; and
   - Generate a first set of LO signals wherein:
     - Each of the first set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to a first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency, the first multiplication factor m being an integer greater than or equal to two; and
     - Each of the first set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals by a phase difference equal to 360°/m, m being an integer greater than or equal to two.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the LO comprises a ring oscillator oscillating at the oscillation frequency.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the ring oscillator comprises k stages multiplied by n stages, where k is an integer greater than or equal to one.

4. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein each stage comprises an inverter comprising:
   - An input coupled to an output of a previous stage; and
   - Comprising an output coupled to an input of an inverter of the next stage.

5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein each inverter of each stage is configured to generate a ring oscillator signal that is separated by the ring oscillator signals of adjacent stages by a phase difference equal to a fraction having a numerator of 360° and a denominator of n multiplied by m.
6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the LO comprises a plurality of frequency multiplication circuits for generating the first set of LO signals.

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to receive a subset of the ring oscillator signals, where the subset of the ring oscillator signals are different from those received by each additional frequency multiplication circuit and the subset of ring oscillator signals are separated by adjacent ring oscillator signals within the subset by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by n.

8. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate one of the first set of LO signals using the subset of the ring oscillator signals received by said frequency multiplication circuit.

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein each frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate a LO signal in a high state when n+1/2 of the ring oscillator signals received by said frequency multiplication circuit are simultaneously in a high state, otherwise said frequency multiplication circuit is configured to generate a LO signal in a low state.

10. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein n is equal to three, such that each of the first set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals by a phase difference equal to 120°.

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the LO comprises a ring oscillator oscillating at the oscillation frequency and the ring oscillator comprises nine stages.

12. The apparatus of claim 1 comprising a buffer circuit, wherein the mixer receives the LO signals via the buffer circuit.

13. The apparatus of claim 1, comprising the mixer, wherein the mixer comprises at least n switches, wherein each LO signal is provided to one of the switches.

14. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the LO is configured to generate a second set of LO signals, wherein each of the second set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency, each of the second set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals within the second set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable n, and each of the second set of LO signals has a phase difference of 180° divided by the first variable n when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the first set of LO signals.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the mixer is a differential mixer.

16. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the duty cycle of each of the LO signals of the first set of LO signals comprises the nth harmonic of the oscillation frequency in its Fourier Series.

17. The apparatus of claim 1 comprising an image frequency rejection circuit comprising the local oscillator and the mixer.

18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the image frequency rejection circuit comprises at least one additional local oscillator for driving an additional mixer, the additional LO being configured to operate at a second oscillation frequency and generate a first additional set of LO signals; wherein each of the first set of additional LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to a second multiplication factor h multiplied by the second oscillation frequency, the second multiplication factor h being an integer greater than or equal to two; and each of the first set of additional LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable n.

19. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the image frequency rejection circuit is configured to enhance interference rejection.

20. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the apparatus is configured to down-convert or up-convert an RF signal with an n-th harmonic of the LO signal frequency, the first variable being equal to n, the RF signal being in the middle of two advertising channels.

21. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein, the LO is configured to:

generate a second set of LO signals, wherein each of the second set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency, each of the second set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals within the second set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable n, and each of the second set of LO signals has a phase difference of 180° divided by the first variable n when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the first set of LO signals;

generate a third set of LO signals, wherein each of the third set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to the first multiplication factor multiplied by the oscillation frequency, each of the third set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals within the third set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable, and each of the third set of LO signals has a phase difference of 90° divided by the first variable when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the second set of LO signals; and

generate a fourth set of LO signals, wherein each of the fourth set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to of the first multiplication factor multiplied by the oscillation frequency, each of the fourth set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals within the fourth set by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable, and each of the fourth set of LO signals has a phase difference of 90° divided by the first variable when compared with a corresponding LO signal within the first set of LO signals.

22. A method of operating an apparatus comprising a local oscillator (LO) for driving a mixer, the LO oscillates at an oscillation frequency, the method comprising generating a first set of LO signals using the LO, wherein each of the first set of LO signals has a LO signal frequency equal to a first multiplication factor m multiplied by the oscillation frequency, the first multiplication factor m being an integer greater than or equal to two, and each of the first set of LO signals is separated by adjacent LO signals by a phase difference equal to 360° divided by the first variable n, the first variable n being an integer that is greater than or equal to two.

* * * * *